
 
An Electrifying Duo 

ALUTEC SOLAR and TORMENTA Available for MG5 
  
Bad Dürkheim, August 18, 2022 

 

ALUTEC, a Superior Industries brand, is continually expanding its applications for 
electric vehicles: the alloy wheels SOLAR and TORMENTA are now available for 
the fully electric MG5.  
 
ALUTEC is committed to the future of mobility and is constantly expanding its product 
range for electric vehicles. Both the powerful SOLAR and the vivacious TORMENTA have 
now been approved for use on the MG5.  
 
Pioneering in form and function – SOLAR 
 
Conceived especially for electric vehicles, SOLAR makes a visual statement. In the size 
8.0 x 19 inches with an offset of 45 and a five-hole connection, it’s a perfect fit for the 
MG5. The striking five-spoke wheel is available in three colors for the MG5: diamond-
black, diamond-black front polished, and metal-grey. ALUTEC guarantees longterm 
driving pleasure with its proven five-year warranty on wheels with diamond-black and 
metal-grey paintwork. 
 
Feisty and stylish – TORMENTA 
 
Five double spokes, a five-hole connection, and a five-year warranty on polar-silver: 
TORMENTA is practically tailor made for the MG5. In the size 8.0 x 19 inches with an 
offset of 45, this stylish alloy wheel puts the visual finishing touch on the first fully 
electric station wagon from MG in elegant diamond-black front polished and cool polar-
silver.  
 
  



 
About Superior Industries  
 
Superior is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of aluminum wheels for light vehicles. Superior 
supplies aluminum wheels to well-known automotive manufacturers and is the market-leading 
manufacturer of aluminum wheels for the accessories market (aftermarket) in Europe. 
 
Superior maintains the leading European aftermarket brands ATS®, RIAL®, ALUTEC®, and ANZIO®. 
Superior has eight production plants, which are located in the U.S., Mexico, Germany and Poland. 
Superior currently employs more than 7,600 people worldwide. 
 
Headquartered in Southfield, Michigan, Superior is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. For more 
information, please visit www.supind.com. 
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